Blazing a Trail

These trailers leave tow-behinds in the stone age

BY CURT HARLER/CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

The days of trailers as nothing more than extended pick-up beds are behind us.

Today's landscape operations demand more of trailers than just a solid bed. Security — both for workers and for equipment — are key buying criteria.

As landscaping becomes a hotter specialty market, more companies are designing trailers with custom features for landscapers. These features range from special holders for edgers or mowers to nifty lock-down systems that assure that the equipment will still be behind the truck when your crew gets out of the back yard.

Many trailers offer special leveling mechanisms. These mechanisms make the trailers safer to use while allowing easier access onto and off the trailer for heavy equipment like riding mowers.

Check out the products below. There is sure to be something to add to your spring budget.

BIL-JAX, INC. Jax, Archbold, OH. Designed for safe, simple operation, the trailer’s entire bed lowers to the ground, eliminating the need to tilt it. Ramp grade is only six degrees, allowing equipment with low ground clearance to be driven onto the trailer easily. Unit features tie-downs, heavy-duty powder coat finish and a low center of gravity for easy towing.

CURB-KING

Haul up to 5,000-lbs. of trenchers, lifts, compactors, lawn mowers and more in the new Workforce Escalate equipment trailer from Bil-Jax, Archbold, OH. Designed for safe, simple operation, the trailer’s entire bed lowers to the ground, eliminating the need to tilt it. Ramp grade is only six degrees, allowing equipment with low ground clearance to be driven onto the trailer easily. Unit features tie-downs, heavy-duty powder coat finish and a low center of gravity for easy towing.

LOW-RISE TRAILERS ARE GREAT FOR LOADING BUT NOT SO HOT WHERE GROUND CLEARANCE IS REQUIRED.

LOOK FOR EASY TIE-DOWN LOCATIONS.

CHECK HITCHES FOR BOTH STRENGTH AND COMPATIBILITY.

HAVE NEW EMPLOYEES PRACTICE BACKING UP IN AN OPEN LOT BEFORE Sending THEM OUT ON THE ROAD.

CHECK FOR LEVELING FEATURES — LEVEL TRAILERS ARE SAFER.
this specially designed trailer from the Curb-King division of Tool Engineering & Manufacturing, Brigham City, UT. Heavy duty fenders double as walkways, and cut-away ends on the trailer provide easy loading into wheelbarrows without spillage.
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DEANDE
609/771-0001
The 3500-L from Deande, Trenton, NJ comes in two models with a 12-ft. or 14-ft. bed. Unit is equipped with pressure-treated floor, tie off loops and rides on a Dexter 3500-lb., 4-in. drop axle. Also available is the SS7500, a 4-ton skid steer trailer with a 12-ft. bed, swing-down ramps, and 14-gauge diamond plate fenders. Includes drop-down stabilizer jacks. 
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JOHN DEERE
919/850-0123
www.deere.com
John Deere 22 Utility Trailer is compatible with the Gator utility vehicle, the 1800 utility vehicle or any larger model lawn and garden tractor. From Deere Commercial Equipment, Raleigh, NC, it features low profile and turf tires for easy travel on any kind of turf.
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E-Z DUMPER PRODUCTS
888-DUMPERS
ezdumper@cvn.net
The low-profile 6812LP dump trailer from E-Z Dumper, Waynesboro, PA has full hydraulics, 10-gauge reinforced floor and two-way tailgate giving access to the 9990 GVW bed. Adjustable coupler gives a level ride on any truck. 
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GREEN TOUCH INDUSTRIES
800/621-6919
There's no need to risk coming back to your landscaping truck only to find someone has swiped your tools. Green Touch, Jupiter, FL. offers individually lockable, coated steel Ultimate Racks and accessories for most pickup trucks.
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LIFETIME PRODUCTS
800/369-5365
The elevating platform trailer from Lift-A-Load, Kewanee, IL raises from the ground to 52 in. high while staying level. It will stop at any height for quick, convenient material transfer to trucks, ramps or ground level. Drop the trailer down to pass through low garage doors. Unit comes in either straight tongue or gooseneck hitch and in load capacities of 4,000-15,000 lbs.
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OXLITE MANUFACTURING
800/256-2408
www.oxlite.com
Make easy work of loading mowers onto a pickup with the 98 and 98-C ramps from Oxlite, Henderson, LA. Easy to handle at only 21 lbs. per runner, the units have a 1000-lb. capacity. The 98-C is a hinged version of the 98. Other ramps are available with capacities of 3,000, 5,000, 7,000 and 10,000 lbs.
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POWER TRAC, INC.
800/THE-YARD

VW&R Will Be There with The Supplies and Expertise You Need—No Matter How Difficult Your Growing Conditions!

• Growing a team of expert professionals who understand your green industry and pest control needs.
• VW&R is a full-service distributor for the green industry.
• Supplying the products that you need for weeds, diseases and insects.
• Over 65 U.S. locations.
www.power-trac.com
The 400-series trailer packages from Power Trac, Tazewell, VA come with customized brackets to hold attachments like planter drill heads and post hole diggers. Each comes with a 4-WD Power Trac with a 22-hp Robin or 25-hp Kohler Command engine. Packages have two toolboxes, 2-ton bottle jack, extra safety strap, filter and drain hose. Built-in safety stands at the rear of the machine keep trailer level. Exactly 30 attachments are available.
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RAY ENTERPRISES
800/962-1869
www.rayenterprise.com
Service equipment right in your trailer. The Sharp-N-Lube from Ray Enterprises, Troy, OH is a fully enclosed unit which allows easy servicing of lawn equipment for customers or large users. Push mowers can be tilted for easy blade removal or lifted for servicing. Rotary blade grinder, oil vacuum system and tractor Multi-Lift are available.
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READING BODY WORKS
800/458-2226
www.readingbody.com
Stake and platform bodies from Reading Body Works, Reading, PA fit most size trucks and are made of durable, pressure-treated Southern Pine or steel. Body lengths range from 8 to 24 ft.
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SMITHCO
610/993-8181
The new Double Mow-n-Go PGM Trailer from Smithco, Wayne, PA carries two mowers loaded front-to-rear and is customized to carry all major brands. Its automatic lockdown, latching-bar system holds the mowers firmly.
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WELLS CARGO
800/348-7553
www.wellscargo.com
The LS series landscaping trailer from Wells Cargo, Elkhart, IN is enclosed with standard features like exterior grade plywood sidewall liner, pressure treated plywood flooring and frame cross-members on 16-in. centers. Rear ramp door has a spring assist with a side entry door.
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Try Something New! Discover Ramrod Mini-Skid Loaders to increase the productivity of all your jobs. Ramrod Equipment has special packages specifically designed for landscaping, irrigation, fencing, small contracting, and light construction industries.
Dealer Inquires Welcome.
For more information, call 800.667.1581 or visit our website at www.ramrodequip.com
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